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Abstract
In order to build large dependency treebanks using the CDG Lab, a grammar-based dependency treebank development tool, an annotator
usually has to fill a selection form before parsing. This step is usually necessary because, otherwise, the search space is too big for
long sentences and the parser fails to produce at least one solution. With the information given by the annotator on the selection form
the parser can produce one or several dependency structures and the annotator can proceed by adding positive or negative annotations
on dependencies and launching iteratively the parser until the right dependency structure has been found. However, the selection form
is sometimes difficult and long to fill because the annotator must have an idea of the result before parsing. The CDG Lab proposes to
replace this form by an automatic pre-annotation mechanism. However, this model introduces some issues during the annotation phase
that do not exist when the annotator uses a selection form. The article presents those issues and proposes some modifications of the
CDG Lab in order to use effectively the automatic pre-annotation mechanism.
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1. Introduction

The most known available dependency treebanks for
French are converted from constituency treebanks (Abeillé
et al., 2000; Candito and Seddah, 2012). The dependency
trees generated from the conversion are projective and they
are not able to represent some non-projective relations due
to discontinuous grammatical structures of French.
The CDG Lab (Alfared et al., 2011; Béchet et al., 2014), an
integrated environment for the development of dependency
grammars and treebanks, proposes to create dependency
treebanks containing both projective and non-projective de-
pendency trees. Even if the main purpose of the CDG Lab is
the parallel construction of a Categorial Dependency Gram-
mar (Dekhtyar and Dikovsky, 2008) and a treebank in ac-
cordance with the grammar, the environment can be used to
define a new treebank compatible to a given grammar.
For the construction of a dependency tree when the gram-
mar is fixed, the environment includes a parser whose archi-
tecture is shown in Figure 1. An input form is filled with the
sentence that must be added to the treebank. Then either the
parser is launched directly (autonomous analysis) or a se-
lection form is first displayed (analysis by head dependency
selection). This second method is usually necessary with
long sentences and a large scale grammar because without
a selection, the search space is too big and the parser fails
to propose at least one solution.
For a sentence, the selection consists in choosing the proper
lexical units, their grammatical classes and head depen-
dency labels through the selection form. Figure 2 shows
an example for “Pierre boit de la bière belge” (Peter drinks
some Belgium beer) where the possible lexical units are as-
sociated to a list of grammatical classes and a list of de-
pendency labels (or dependency groups). The dependency
label of a lexical unit is the label of the dependency that
ends in the unit.

The selection defined by the annotator reduces the ambi-
guity of the grammar-based dependency parsing. How-
ever, selection forms are long and difficult to fill. Anno-
tators usually prefer to work directly on dependency trees.
In order to improve the annotators comfort and their pro-
ductivity, (Béchet et al., 2014) proposed to modify the au-
tonomous analysis by the introduction of an oracle that per-
forms an automatic selection of the lexical units and their
head dependency label. Thus, the automation of the pre-
annotation process allow to move quickly to the validation
step.
Even if the pre-annotation mechanism is relatively precise,
some errors with long sentences indicates that the principle
of analysis by approximation in Figure 1 sometimes fails to
produce the right dependency tree. The paper shows exam-
ples of such failures and presents a modified parser tool that
enables every annotator to bypass those problems and find
the proper dependency tree during a modified “analysis by
approximation”.

2. Related Work
The most known and used treebanks for French (Abeillé et
al., 2000; Candito and Seddah, 2012) were built manually
or semi-automatically and are constituency treebanks. The
dependency version of these treebanks were converted from
the constituency ones. Consequently, the dependency struc-
tures are all projectives and their constructions do not lead
to the same issues because the sentences were previously
well segmented and POS tagged.
Overall, for other languages, the methodology of construc-
tion often includes the use of a parser. For example, to
build the dependency treebank for Russian (Boguslavsky
et al., 2002), the Turkish treebank (Atalay et al., 2003), the
Prague Dependency Treebank (Hajič et al., 2000), the anno-
tators previously used a data-driven parser (e.g MaltParser
(Nivre et al., 2007)). Otherwise, the building of treebank
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Figure 1: Architecture of the CDG Lab Parser.

Figure 2: Selection Form (screenshot).

can be carry out with the help of a grammar-based parser
(associated with statistical processes or not) as the LFG
(lexical functional grammar) for TIGER treebank (Brants
et al., 2002) or the DEPBANK (King et al., 2003), or the
constraint grammar (Karlsson et al., 1995) for the Arbore-
tum treebank (Bick, 2003).
In our case, we aim at building a treebank for which the de-
pendency trees are consistent with a grammar. Thus, we use
a grammar-based parser to provide the dependency struc-
tures. The inclusion of a data-driven pre-annotation in the
process is a trade-off between the speed of the annotation
process and the consistency with the grammar.

3. Pre-Annotation
3.1. The Manual Pre-Annotation Process
The manual pre-annotation process consists in one large se-
lection form as the one presented in Figure 2. An annotator
selects some grammatical classes and head dependency la-
bels. These selections induce the selection of lexical units.
The classes and the head dependency labels can be selected
among restricted lists. The list of possible grammatical

classes is given by a lexicon included in the grammar. For
instance, the grammar for French (Dikovsky, 2011) called
here CDGFr that we use for our experiments is based on
information of Lefff (Sagot, 2010).

3.2. The Automatic Pre-Annotation Process

The automatic pre-annotation process consists in a segmen-
tation into lexical units and a prediction of their POS-tags
and dependency labels. It is the preliminary step in our
work but does not constitute the main topic of this paper.
Thus, for this part, the experiments were performed on a
French dependency treebank which includes both projec-
tive and non-projective dependency structures. This tree-
bank, called in this paper as the CDG treebank, consists of
3030 sentences. The results are presented in this section
to appraise the efficiency of this step while the validation
issues are discussed in the next section.
The segmentation module used a very simple algorithm that
selects the longest list of tokens recognized by the parser
of the CDG Lab using the selected grammar. This simple
version has a relatively high level of errors (2.85%) when
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tested on the CDG treebank. In fact, a lot of them come
from a very small number of words and a black list of lex-
ical units has been added to the first algorithm. For ex-
ample some errors come from the case of partitive articles.
In French, the segment “de la” is always considered as the
feminine equivalent of “du” (contraction of “de” and “le”)
when it is not often the case. The black list (13 cases at all)
does not correct all the segmentation problems but allows
to achieve a decent score of 1.62% error.
The POS tagging and the dependency label tagging are
data-driven processes. The training data, from the CDG
treebank, were annotated with a set of 28 grammati-
cal classes which is not standard but consistent with the
CDGFr. Our experiments on POS tagging use MElt (De-
nis and Sagot, 2009), a POS-tagger for French. The tagger
achieves high accuracy on French and the tagset is known to
be efficient for parsing (Crabbé and Candito, 2008). Thus,
the tagset of the CDG treebank were converted into the
tagset of Melt.
The evaluation on POS-tagging was performed through a
10-fold cross-evaluation and the results are presented in
Table 1. The precision on tokens is lower than the base-
line of French POS tagging. The main wrong assignations
are due to conversion errors when there is no equivalence
between the grammatical classes and the POS tags. More-
over, the tagsets were initially established from different
linguistic theories. It results a lack of precision during the
conversion. Also, some errors result from the differences
between the source used for the training corpus (a variant
of the French treebank (Abeillé et al., 2000)) and the test
corpus (the CDG treebank). For example, the training cor-
pus were built from newspapers which do not include im-
perative sentences when our corpus contains significantly
more.

Precision Std. dev.

Tokens 92.54 0.26
Sentences 40.17 2.27

Unknown words 88.98 0.15

Table 1: Evaluation of the POS-tagging: precision and
standard deviation.

The label tagging serves only to find the head dependency
labels and not the dependencies associated with the lexical
units. A maximum entropy Markov model (MEMM) (Rat-
naparkhi, 1996) was chosen for this step. The method uses
information about lexical units and their POS-tags to pre-
dict the head dependency labels. In addition, the predicted
labels are sorted and the better label that is also proposed
by the parser (in the list of possible labels) is selected. The
results of the label tagging are presented in Table 2.

4. Issues with Parsing by Approximation
Pre-annotation replaces the selection performed by an an-
notator through the selection form. Even if the step is pre-
cise, it cannot be perfect and some errors are introduced that
have sometimes wrong consequences during the phase on
which the annotator tries to find the right dependency tree

Precision Ratio

Lexical units 83.55

Projective 83.88 96%
Non-projective 76.33 4%

Sentences 21.23

Projective 22.67 59%
Non-projective 19.53 41%

Table 2: Evaluation of the label tagging. We differentiate
the lexical units on which a projective or a non-projective
dependency ends in the original dependency tree. We also
differentiate the projective and non-projective sentences. A
sentence is considered as non-projective when at least one
non-projective dependency appears in the original depen-
dency tree.

among the solutions proposed by the parser. If all depen-
dencies are correct in the dependency tree proposed by the
parser, the annotator puts the dependency tree in the tree-
bank and continues with the next sentence. Otherwise, with
the CDG Lab, the annotator annotates positively or nega-
tively each dependency that appears on the dependency tree
proposed by the parser. Then he/she launches the parser
again. The parser proposes a better solution: A solution that
has less negatively annotated dependencies and more pos-
itively annotated dependencies. This mechanism is called
“Parsing by Approximation” on Figure 1.

4.1. No Dependency Tree
With an automatic pre-annotation phase, the selection of
lexical units and head dependency labels can lead to a
search space that has no compatible solution to the gram-
mar. In this case, the parser gives no dependency tree
and the annotator cannot continue: The search space is too
small.
This problem has been partially resolved in the new ver-
sion of the CDG Lab. The parser can produce partial de-
pendency trees when a complete solution is not possible.
This structure is a list of dependency trees corresponding
to the parsing of sub-parts of the initial sentence. This first
solution is presented to the annotator which can proceed to
parsing by approximation. Figure 4 shows an example of a
partial solution which contains 3 dependency trees.

4.2. Wrong Lexical Units
With an automatic pre-annotation phase, the annotator can-
not choose the right lexical units and, for each of them, the
right head dependency label. As a consequence, the lexi-
cal unit segmentation can be wrong. For instance, in Fig-
ure 2, the pre-annotation mechanism could have chosen the
lexical units “de” (preposition) and “la” (determiner) rather
than “de la” (partitive determiner). As a consequence, the
partitive determiner is disable during parsing and will not
be used in the solutions proposed by the parser. Figure 4
shows a partial solution given by the parser that is a conse-
quence of a wrong segmentation of “de la”.
For this problem, a new annotation mechanism has been
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Figure 3: New architecture of the CDG Lab Parser.

Figure 4: Partial solution (screenshot).

introduced. The annotator can select the right lexical unit
corresponding to a word using a contextual menu. For in-
stance, with the example of Figure 4, “de” is associated to
“de” and “de la”. “la” is associated to “de la” and “la”.
The annotator can select “de la” and launches the parser.
The new solution proposed by the parser has now a correct
segmentation. Figure 5 shows the solution proposed after
the annotation of the correct dependencies of Figure 4 and
the selection of “de la” in place of “de” and “la”.

Figure 5: Next approximation (screenshot).

4.3. Wrong Head Dependency Labels
The pre-annotation tool selects a dependency label for each
lexical unit. The parser only shows solutions where the lex-
ical unit is the end (the argument) of a dependency whose
label is the one that is selected for this unit.
The label may be wrong. In this case, the annotator can
only annotate negatively the dependency that ends in the
lexical unit. The parser only knows that the negatively an-
notated dependencies are not correct. It cannot infer that all
the dependencies with that label are not correct. To solve
this problem, the annotator must be able to indicate that a
label chosen for a unit during pre-annotation is not correct.
Our solution to this problem consists in providing, in the

contextual menu associated to a lexical unit, the list of la-
bels computed during pre-annotation. The parser then can
produce solutions where the lexical unit has the right head
dependency label.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
The CDG Lab’s analysis by head dependency selection
used for the creation of dependency treebank depends on
a selection form before parsing that is long and difficult to
fill by annotators.
An efficient automatic pre-annotation mechanism pre-
sented in (Béchet et al., 2014) has been added to the envi-
ronment. Our first experiments to create new corpora based
on the sentences of the Sequoia treebank (Candito and Sed-
dah, 2012) shows that the annotators save approximatively
25% of time using automatic pre-annotation rather than us-
ing the manual selection form. However, the experiment
also shows that the annotators have used special non natu-
ral strategies during the parsing by approximation. Because
pre-annotation introduces errors, the annotators annotate
temporarily some false dependencies as correct in order to
work in other part of the sentence with a not too big search
space. This strange strategy is a curious response of the an-
notators to the problem we have presented in the previous
section. The solution that we propose here implements the
principle of automatic pre-annotation as a replacement of
the selection form but it is much more natural to annotators
that the mechanism proposed in (Béchet et al., 2014).
The modifications that we have introduced are now in-
cluded in the new main version of the CDG Lab. The
new architecture of the CDG Lab Parser is shown in Fig-
ure 3. A new module has been added that selects lexical
units (LU) and their head dependency labels (label) using
the automatic pre-annotation process. This module can be
called from the input form when a new sentence is parsed
(analysis by LU/label selection) or from the annotation in-
terface when a previous annotated analysis exists (analy-
sis by approximation with LU/label annotations). In this
case, the new module selects lexical units and head depen-
dency labels with regard on the annotations entered by the
user with the annotation interface (i.e. the right lexical unit
and its head dependency label). Some modules have been
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modified. In particular, the dependency trees of the anno-
tation interface can show the list of lexical units that begin
at the same position of the current one. The interface can
also show the list of possible head dependency labels of
each lexical unit. The user can select an alternative lexical
unit (LU annotation) and one of the head dependency label
(label annotation). The module that computes dependency
trees has been changed in order to compute a forest of de-
pendency trees when no complete dependency tree exists.
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